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Abstract—We present our work on ophthalmic image regis-
tration which aims to register healthy eye images, diseased eye
images with the same image type, and diseased eye images
with different image types, in this report. The appearance
variation caused by contrast and illumination changes, disease,
and multiple modalities makes the registration challenging. We
address this issue by using a pixel-level correspondence-based
registration strategy. We employ deep learning networks to
locate pixel-level keypoints and match the repeatable keypoints
over the pairwise images. The registration is achieved by
estimating a geometric transformation from the generated
correspondences and then deforming the source image based
on this transformation. Experiments show that the learning-
based method is more robust to appearance variation than
the hand-crafted one, and able to generalize well to the three
different tasks.

Keywords-Ophthalmic image, image registration, feature cor-
respondence

I. INTRODUCTION

Ophthalmic image registration, which aims to align con-
sistent visual patterns over two images, is getting more
and more attention in recent years [6], [20], [11], [1].
The registered images can provide additional information to
ophthalmologists to deliver efficient patient care. In practice,
ophthalmic images are often taken at different time and even
with different devices, which could result in deformation
and appearance variation. As shown in Fig. 1, the locations
of consistent visual patterns, e.g., OHN and vessels, and
appearance, e.g., color and texture, of the source image (a)
and target image (b) are significantly different1. Moreover,
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Figure 1. Illustration of ophthalmic image registration. Given two
ophthalmic images, source image (a) and target image (b), the registration
aims to align the consistent visual patterns, e.g., OHN and vessels. After
warping the source image to the coordinate system of the target image by
using an estimated geometric transformation, the consistent visual patterns
are well registered (c).

as the two images tend to be partially overlapped, the
non-overlapping regions are actually noises and should be
ignored during the registration. Therefore, it is non-trivial

1The images are from the published work [8]

to robustly detect the consistent visual patterns in different
scenarios.

To address this issue, we propose to register images by
using pixel-level correspondences. Specifically, we formalize
the underlying deformation between two images as an affine
transformation. The affine transformation has 6 degrees of
freedom, which is capable of handling rotation, translation,
and scale changes. In order to estimation this transformation,
we first locate some keypoints on the images, and extract
features from the local pattern around each keypoint. Given
the location of each keypoint on the source image as
well as its local feature description, we then find out the
corresponding point on the target image, according to the
local feature similarities. Therefore, the affine transformation
can be computed over the generated correspondences.

Due to the existence of noises, the correspondences may
contain some outliers, i.e., false matches, which could affect
the accuracy of the estimated affine transformation. Conse-
quently, how to get reliable correspondences is critical in
our method. Most existing works propose to use hand-craft
methods such as SIFT [13] to detect keypoints and describe
their local features. However, we found that hand-crafted
approaches cannot effectively establish correspondences in
some scenarios, such as textureless images and images with
varied appearance. Therefore, we propose to detect key-
points and describe local features by using a deep learning
method called SuperPoint [4]. The acquired keypoints are
then matched by employing another deep learning network
SuperGlue [18]. The details can be found in Sec.III. We
use these two methods to build up correspondences for all
three tasks, i.e., healthy eye images, diseased eye images
with the same image type, and diseased eye images with
different image types. Experimental results demonstrate that
the combination of SuperPoint and SuperGlue is superior to
the hand-crafted method SIFT. The learning-based registra-
tion is also generalized well to different tasks even without
retraining.

II. RELATED WORKS

Registration by correspondences. Correspondences have
been widely used for image registration in the past twenty
years. The generation of correspondences requires high-
accuracy keypoint localization and distinctive local feature
description. Lowe et al. [13], presented SIFT which achieves
sub-pixel keypoint localization by detecting local maxi-
mum of the difference-of-Gaussian function. Local features
around a keypoint are described as a 128d vector by comput-
ing the gradient orientation histogram of a local patch. The



local maximum detection in multi-scale spaces and gradient
orientation histogram result in scale and rotation invariance,
respectively. Morel et al. [14], modified SIFT to an affine
invariant version by detecting keypoints and describing
features in an affine augmented space. Rublee et al. [17],
sped up SIFT by proposing a binarized feature descriptor.
Such hand-crafted methods are able to effectively locate
keypoints and distinctively extract local features when the
images are well textured. However, for ophthalmic images,
the problem of being textureless is inevitable. Moreover,
the appearance variation caused by contrast and illumination
changes, disease, and multiple modalities could also confuse
the hand-crafted descriptors. In such context, many efforts
have been put into employing deep learning networks to
perform keypoint detection and feature description. Detone
et al. [4] presented a self-supervised interest point detection
and description network called SuperPoint. The network
architecture includes an encoder and two separate decoders.
The keypoint locations are marked after a channel-wise soft-
max function in the detector decoder, and the corresponding
local features are described in the descriptor decoder. Since
SuperGlue can be trained on indoor datasets where most
images are textureless, this method shows superiority com-
pared with hand-crafted methods facing the texturelessness
challenge.
Registration by deep learning networks. Deep learning
has been dominating most fields of computer vision and
image processing such as object classification [9], [12],
detection [16], [15], and segmentation [7], [10]. In the field
of image registration, some efforts also have been done
to predict a geometric transformation from an image pair
by employing deep learning networks. Detone et al. [3],
proposed to use a deep convolutional neural network to
predict a homography matrix from two images. The pairwise
training data are acquired by deforming the source image
based on a randomly sampled homography matrix. Since
the domain gap between the simulated data and real data
is inevitable, such method has difficulty in generalizing to
real-world applications.
Ophthalmic image registration. In the field of ophthalmic
image registration, existing works align two images by two
steps [11]. First, two images are registered based on the
estimated geometric transformation. Second, a displacement
is assigned to each pixel of the registered image to handle
the local deformation. In this project, we found that the un-
derlying transformation between two image can be properly
represented by an affine matrix, and the local displacement is
prone to resulting in over deformation. Therefore, we focus
on affine matrix estimation in the following sections.

III. METHOD

A. Problem Formulation

As shown in Fig. 2, our method includes four steps:
keypoint detection and feature description, feature matching,
correspondence pruning, and image registration. Specifically,
given a pair of images (I, I

′
), two sets of keypoints (P,P ′

)

are detected on (I, I
′
) separately by the decoder of Super-

Point. The corresponding local features (D,D′
) are extracted

by another decoder of SuperPoint. Subsequently, a set of
initial correspondences C is builded with (P,D;P ′

,D′
) by

using the matching network of SuperGlue. One may observe
from Fig. 2 that some mismatches occur in C. Therefore, a
pruning strategy is utilized to remove false matches (outliers)
and preserve correct matches (inliers). Finally, an affine
matrix A ∈ R2×3 is estimated over the selected inliers, and
image I is warped to the coordinate system of image I

′

using the transformation A. The details of each step will be
introduced in the following subsections.
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Figure 2. The framework of our method.

B. Feature Detection and Description
Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of SuperPoint. Given

a grayscale image I with the size (W,H), a VGG-style
encoder is leveraged to extract features and down sample
I into its counterpart with the size of (Wc, Hc) (Wc =
W
8 , Hc = H

8 ). Two decoder networks are then used to
detect interest points (keypoints) and describe their local fea-
tures separately. The interest point detector head computes
X ∈ RHc×Wc×65 and outputs a tensor sized RH×W . The 65
channels correspond to non-overlapping 8 × 8 grid regions
of pixels on I plus an extra “no interest point” dustbin.
After a channel-wise softmax function, the local maximum is
located in each 8×8 grid regions as the location of keypoint
on I. The descriptor head computes D ∈ RHc×Wc×D and
outputs a tensor sized RH×W×D. The down sampled feature
map D is upsampled by an interpolation process, which
brings the representation back to RH×W . L2 normalization
is performed over each D dimension descriptor vector to
constraint the length to be unit.

In order to train the encoder and decoder networks, Su-
perPoint presents a self-supervised training strategy. Specif-
ically, the encoder and interest point head are trained on
synthetic data, where ground-truth keypoint locations can be
easily acquired. After pre-training, the networks of Super-
Point are refined on real data. Given an unlabeled image, a
sequence of randomly sampled homography transformations
are performed to augment the raw image. the pre-trained
encoder and keypoint decoder are employed on these data
to generate pseudo-ground truth keypoints. Taking the raw
image and its augmented counterpart as input, the encoder
and two decoders can be jointly refined using the pseudo-
ground truth labels. The loss function of SuperPoint is



Figure 3. The architecture of SuperPoint.

formalized as

L(X ,X
′
,D,D

′
;Y,Y

′
) =

Lp(X ,Y) + Lp(X
′
,Y

′
) + λLd(D,D

′
),

(1)

where (Y,Y ′
) represent the pseudo-ground truth labels on

(I, I
′
), Lp and Ld denote detector loss and descriptor loss,

respectively. Lp is computed as

Lp(X ,Y) =
1

HcWc

Hc,Wc∑
h,w=1

−log(
exp(xhwy)∑65
k=1 exp(xhwk)

). (2)

Ld is a contrastive loss which is denoted as

Ld(D,D
′
) =

1

(HcWc)2

∑∑
s ∗ max(0,mp − dTd

′
)

+ (1− s) ∗ max(0,dTd
′
−mn),

(3)

where s indicates (d,d
′
) is a pair of positive samplings,

mp and mn are predefined positive and negative margins,
respectively.

C. Feature Matching

After getting the keypoint sets (P,P ′
) and the cor-

responding features (D,D′
), the next step is generating

correspondences C over (P,P ′
). A straightforward solution

is performing brute force matching for each p ∈ P . In par-
ticular, for each p ∈ P , we estimate the feature similarities
with all keypoints in P ′

and search for the most similar
one p

′
. However, such strategy only utilizes the informa-

tion of pairwise descriptors. Both keypoint locations and
information among multiple elements in (D,D′

) are ignored.
To address this issue, we propose to employ SuperGlue to
generate correspondences.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the architecture of SuperGlue. The
network takes keypoint locations p and local features d as
input. The intra information of (P,D) and (P ′

,D′
), as well

as inter information of (P,P ′
;D,D′

) are extracted by a self-
attention network and cross-attention network, respectively.
After the attention process, the output matching descriptors
(fi ∈ F , f

′

j ∈ F ′
) are capable of perceiving both intra and

inter information. The score matrix S is then computed over

the matching descriptors as

Si,j =< fi, f
′

j >,∀fi ∈ F , f
′

j ∈ F
′
. (4)

In order to match keypoint sets (P,P ′
), SuperGlue for-

malizes the matching step as an optimization problem and
employs Sinkhorn Algorithm [19] to estimate assignments
for keypoints in P . Since some of the keypoints may locate
on non-overlapping regions of the two images, which cannot
be matched, a predefined threshold (0.2 in our experiments)
is used to remove correspondences with the assignment
scores lower than the threshold.
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Figure 4. The architecture of SuperGlue.

D. Correspondence Pruning

As illustrated in Fig. 2, even with the combination of
SuperPoint and SuperGlue, the initial correspondences still
include some outliers. Therefore, a correspondence pruning
strategy [21], [22] is crucial. In this paper, we propose to
employ RANSAC [5] to prune initial correspondences and
robustly estimate the affine transformation.
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Figure 5. The pipeline of RANSAC.

Fig. 5 shows the pipeline of RANSAC which in-
cludes three steps. Taking the initial correspondences C =
{(pi,p

′

j),pi ∈ P,p
′

j ∈ P ′} as input, RANSAC first
randomly samples a subset of correspondences (3 for affine
matrix estimation). Second, an affine matrix is estimated by
solving a system of linear equations as

a11 ∗ x1 + a21 ∗ y1 + a13 = x
′

1

a12 ∗ x1 + a22 ∗ y1 + a23 = y
′

1

a11 ∗ x2 + a21 ∗ y2 + a13 = x
′

2

a12 ∗ x2 + a22 ∗ y2 + a23 = y
′

2

a11 ∗ x3 + a21 ∗ y3 + a13 = x
′

3

a12 ∗ x3 + a22 ∗ y3 + a23 = y
′

3,

(5)

where p = [x, y]T , p
′
= [x

′
, y

′
]T , and a indicates the

element of A which is defined as

A =

[
a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23.

]
(6)



Since the subsampled correspondences may contain outliers,
the estimated A could be unreliable. Then RANSAC sug-
gests evaluating A by counting the number of correspon-
dences which are consistent under the constraint of A. These
three steps are iteratively performed till the verification step
confirms the reliability of A. The correspondences which
are consistent with the verified A are identified as inliers.

E. Image Registration

After getting the inliers from the initial set of correspon-
dences, A is re-estimated over the acquired inliers by solving
the system of linear equations which is similar to Eq. 5. The
registration is implemented by warping all pixels of I to the
coordinate system of I

′
as[

a11 a12
a21 a22

]
p+

[
a13
a23

]
(7)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setups

We conducts experiments on three tasks as follows:
• Task1: registration for healthy eye images.
• Task2: registration for diseased eye images with the

same image type on the same date and across different
dates.

• Task3: registration for diseased eye images with differ-
ent image types on the same date and across different
dates.

Since the dataset contains ophthalmic images of several
patients, the images should not be registered in the following
cases: images of different patients, images of left and right
eyes, and images centered on OHN and macula. Therefore,
we classify images into separates sets according to the
patient ID, left/right eye, and image center. Pairwise images
are randomly sampled from a specific set based on the task
requirement.

B. Implementation Details

Due to the privacy concerns, we can only access the
data on a specific server without GPUs. Moreover, the
provided ophthalmic images are not labelled with ground-
truth information about the keypoint locations or affine ma-
trices. Therefore, it is impractical to retrain SuperPoint and
SuperGlue networks. Alternatively, in our experiments, we
employ the models of SuperPoint and SuperGlue pretrained
on ScanNet [2]. To tackle to problem of different resolutions,
we resize images to a constant resolution (1024 × 1024 in
our experiments) before registration.

C. Qualitative Results

Fig. 6 demonstrates the qualitative results of Super-
Point+SuperGlue (SP+SG) and SIFT on the three tasks 2.
For the task1 and task2, both SP+SG and SIFT can generate

2The results are masked because of the privacy concerns, please con-
tact with Tomasoni Mattia(mattia.tomasoni@fa2.ch) to access the
results.
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Figure 6. Qualitative Results of SuperPoint+SuperGlue (SP+SG) and
SIFT on three tasks. For the warped images, we average RGB values of
the warped source image and original target image for better visualization.

promising warped results. However, the selected inliers are
still inconsistent for SIFT on task3, where the appearance
between two images is significantly different. By contrast,
SP+SG is still capable of acquiring reliable inliers in such
context, which leads to decent registration results.

V. CONCLUSION

In this report, we tackled the problem of ophthalmic image
registration by employing learning-based correspondences.
A combination of SuperPoint and SuperGlue is utilized
to establish correspondences between pairwise images. We
used RANSAC to prune the initial correspondences and
robustly estimate the geometric transformation. Experiments
have shown that SuperPoint+SuperGlue is more robust to
appearance changes compared with SIFT.
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